PVHS Summer Reading

For more information on PVHS summer assignments, visit the PVHS website

Summer, 2019. **ALL** Sea King students (9-12, all levels) will read Bryan Stevenson’s work of nonfiction, *Just Mercy* [Adapted for Young Adults].

9th all levels Summer Reading:

- *Night,* Wiesel
- *Just Mercy* [YA edition], Stevenson

10th all levels Summer Reading:

- *Dear Evan Hansen: The novel,* Emmich
- *Just Mercy* [YA edition], Stevenson

11th all levels Summer Reading:

- *The Glass Castle,* Walls
- *Just Mercy* [YA edition], Stevenson

12th Summer Reading:

- *Station Eleven,* Mandel
- *Just Mercy* [YA edition], Stevenson

12AP Summer Reading:

- *The Awakening,* Chopin
- *Just Mercy* [YA edition], Stevenson